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Since the invention of electric lighting, artificial light at night (ALAN) has
become a defining, and evolutionary novel, feature of human-altered
environments especially in cities. ALAN imposes negative impacts on
many organisms, including disrupting endocrine function, metabolism,
and reproduction. However, we do not know how generalized these impacts
are across taxa that exploit urban environments. We exposed brown anole
lizards, an abundant and invasive urban exploiter, to relevant levels of
ALAN in the laboratory and assessed effects on growth and reproduction
at the start of the breeding season. Male and female anoles exposed to
ALAN increased growth and did not suffer increased levels of corticoster-
one. ALAN exposure induced earlier egg-laying, likely by mimicking a
longer photoperiod, and increased reproductive output without reducing
offspring quality. These increases in growth and reproduction should
increase fitness. Anoles, and potentially other taxa, may be resistant to
some negative effects of ALAN and able to take advantage of the novel
niche space ALAN creates. ALAN and both its negative and positive
impacts may play a crucial role in determining which species invade and
exploit urban environments.
1. Background
Urbanization is radically transforming landscapes across the planet. Cities
house the majority of the world’s population and produce greater than 75%
of its gross domestic product (GDP) and carbon emissions [1]. Humans are
increasingly moving to urban areas, which are predicted to grow in size and
impact over the next century [2]. Many species decline in abundance or are
absent from urban habitats, whereas others persist in and often exploit these
habitats, showing changes in life history, physiology, and behaviour [3,4].
Urban habitats are altered from natural ones in many ways, including increased
temperatures due to the urban heat island effect [5], altered structural habitat
[6,7], and the presence of artificial light at night (ALAN) [8].

ALAN is associated most strongly with the use of electrical lighting in
human population centres and transportation networks (e.g. roads, railways),
and its extent and intensity are growing annually [8,9]. This effect is strongest
in urban areas, where the top 125 urban centres in the USA account for only
2% of land area but create over one third of the total light on the landscape
[10]. In affected habitats, ALAN is an evolutionary novel environmental con-
dition, fundamentally changing the predictable photic cycles of day and
night from their historical baselines [8,11].

This novel condition has a variety of effects on organisms exposed to ALAN
[12,13]. ALAN has direct physiological impacts, such as altering the melatonin
production of affected organisms [14]. Physiological costs can include disrup-
tion of endocrine function, increased stress hormone levels, changes in
energy expenditure, and altered immune function [15–17]. ALAN can also
facilitate indirect ecological costs, including increasing vulnerability to preda-
tors [18,19]. However, ALAN can have positive impacts for species capable of
exploiting the novel conditions it creates. For instance, in nocturnally foraging
taxa, such as spiders and bats, and even some diurnally active species, ALAN
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offers the opportunity for extended foraging and increased
energy acquisition [20–22]. Both the positive and negative
facets of ALAN impact key organismal functions and are
likely to affect fitness [23,24].

Impacts of ALAN on fitness may be especially likely when
reproduction is affected. Exposure to ALAN is known to dis-
rupt reproduction, including advancing reproductive timing,
which could lead to maladaptation in the case of phenological
mismatch with food sources [23,25,26]. However, not all repro-
ductive impacts of ALAN are negative, as some birds exposed
to ALAN shift their phenology to begin laying eggs earlier
and have enhanced mating opportunities [27]. These observed
shifts in reproduction may be due to the potential for ALAN
to mimic conditions of longer daylengths or photoperiods,
which control reproduction in some animals, including birds
[26,28] and lizards [29–31]. Photoperiod is a key environ-
mental determinant of onset of reproduction and regulation
of reproductive cycles in seasonally breeding animals and
plants [32–34]. Effects of ALAN on reproduction can also
interact with other organismal systems. For instance, breeding
birds exposed to white ALAN had higher baseline corticoster-
one (CORT) levels than those exposed to controls [35]. While
the potential for effects of ALAN on reproduction and fitness
is high, our understanding of these impacts has generally been
limited taxonomically to work in birds and mammals [13,17].

Anole lizards are an ideal group in which to study the
impacts of ALAN on reproduction in reptiles. Lizards,
including anoles, commonly exploit urban habitats where
ALAN is the strongest [36,37]. An extensive body of research
on the physiology of anoles has laid a strong foundation for
understanding the impacts of ALAN on anole reproduction.
Early experiments showed that altered photoperiods, includ-
ing constant lighting, affect reproductive cycling and onset of
reproduction in green anoles (Anolis carolinensis) in the lab-
oratory [31,38]. However, this work showed stronger effects
of temperature on reproduction and did not disentangle the
effects of these two factors. In anoles, light at night impacts
the production of melatonin, which plays an important role
in reproduction in A. carolinensis [39,40]. However, anoles
show higher resistance to impacts of ALAN on melatonin
than other vertebrates [40,41], suggesting that the impacts
of light at night on this group may differ from those pre-
viously observed in birds and mammals.

Brown anoles (Anolis sagrei) are frequent invaders of
highly urbanized habitats where sources of direct ALAN
(e.g. streetlighting, landscaping lights) are common, and
they are exposed to ALAN at perches used for sleeping [42]
(see the electronic supplementary material). Previous obser-
vational studies of brown anoles have suggested that
photoperiod is linked to onset of reproduction in this species
[43,44]. However, it remains unclear whether ALAN alone
alters reproduction in anoles, and if so, how. We exposed
brown anoles to both normal photoperiods and ALAN in
the laboratory. We predicted that exposure to ALAN would
serve as a stressor for lizards, decreasing growth and body
condition and leading to elevated baseline levels of CORT,
the primary stress hormone in reptiles. Given that ALAN
can mimic extended photoperiods, we predicted that females
exposed to ALAN would begin egg-laying earlier than those
exposed to a normal photoperiod. We also predicted that
ALAN exposure would reduce overall reproductive output,
including number of eggs laid, frequency of egg-laying, and
total egg mass produced. We predicted that mothers exposed
to ALAN would produce poorer quality eggs with reduced
hatching success that would develop into smaller hatchlings
in poorer condition.
2. Methods
In February 2017, we captured invasive brown anoles (n♀ = 32,
n♂ = 32) via noose from a natural forest habitat remnant within
the Miami urban matrix (25.65988, −80.28164; WGS84) prior to
onset of egg-laying [41]. This area was exposed to skyglow
from Miami but devoid of direct artificial lighting, and anoles
sleeping at this site experience very low levels of nocturnal illu-
mination (0.0–0.1 lux; electronic supplementary material).
Anoles were transported to the University of Rhode Island and
housed in a climate-controlled room. Male and female lizards
were paired randomly in cages containing terrarium liners, natu-
ral perches, plastic plants, and small plastic pots with moistened
coconut husk for egg-laying. Room temperature cycled daily
between 22.5 (night) and 27.8°C (day). Two automated humidi-
fiers maintained relative humidity at 55%, and cages were
misted twice daily during which nesting pots were moistened
as needed. Pairs of anoles were fed nine crickets dusted with
vitamin and mineral powder three times weekly. Lizard health
was monitored daily, and cages were rotated on shelves biweekly
within treatments.

(a) Light treatments
Room lights were initially set to a 11.75 light : 12.25 dark cycle
replicating the Miami photoperiod, and daylength was updated
in 15-min intervals throughout the experiment to track conditions
in Miami. All cages were lit from abovewith UV light during day-
time hours. At night, the room was divided by a heavy black
plastic tarp sealed with tape which prevented light from either
side from reaching the other. Half of the lizard pairs were ran-
domly assigned to each side of the room, and neither sex
differed in snout–vent length (SVL) with treatment (all p > 0.11).
Lizards on one side of the room experienced the ‘dark at night’
(DAN) treatment, with extremely low light levels (≤0.1 lux; TES
1332A Digital Lux Meter) when room lights were off and no
exposure to ALAN. Lizards on the other side of the room were
exposed to the ALAN treatment. During times when room and
UV lights were off, these lizards were exposed to LED lighting
(3000 K; Lighting EVER; electronic supplementary material,
figure S2) from one side. LED lights were positioned ≈1.5 m
from cages and did not affect cage temperature. Light intensity
at points in front of cages ranged from 23 to 44 lux. These levels
are comparable to those at perches available to anoles within
4 m of landscaping lights that are common in urban areas (elec-
tronic supplementary material, figures S3 and S4). However, as
cages contained extensive plastic foliage, lizards likely experi-
enced much lower light intensities because most perch sites
were not exposed to direct ALAN.

This treatment simulated novel exposure to the colour temp-
erature and directional nature of landscape lighting common in
the Miami area from sunset to sunrise. The treatment created a
range of ecologically relevant ALAN conditions in each cage,
from high levels experienced when foraging directly adjacent to
lights, a common behaviour in anoles ([45–47]; electronic sup-
plementary material, figure S4), to lower levels when perch
sites were obscured by cover or foliage. Anoles in the Miami
area experience significantly elevated light levels when sleeping
in habitats such as urban parks when compared to the low levels
experienced by lizards sleeping at our collection site (W = 1, p <
0.0001). Anoles foraging for insects within several metres of light
sources in urban areas are likely exposed to much higher light
intensities that overlap with those in our ALAN treatment (elec-
tronic supplementary material, figures S3 and S4).
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(b) Morphology
We measured the SVL (to 1.0 mm) and body mass (to 0.01 g) of
each lizard at capture and at two-week intervals until the end of
the experiment. SVL was measured by one observer (CJT) with a
ruler. We used standardized residuals from an ordinary least-
squares regression of ln-transformed body mass on ln-trans-
formed SVL conducted on females, males, and hatchlings
separately as indices of body condition [48].

(c) Corticosterone
To assess levels of CORT, we took 15 µl blood samples from the
post-orbital sinus of lizards using heparinized micro-capillary
tubes. All samples were taken within 3 min (78.8 ± 2.6 s.e.
seconds) of entering each anole’s cage to reduce the chance of
handling impacting plasma CORT levels [49,50]. Blood samples
were taken from female anoles on the final day of the experiment
and from male lizards six days prior to avoid stress from
repeated captures in cages. To ensure that circadian rhythms in
CORT levels did not influence our conclusions, blood samples
were taken serially in one period each day (93 min, males;
73 min, females), and sampling alternated between treatment
groups to prevent bias. Time to bleed and time of day were
initially included as covariates in our analysis, but did not
affect CORT (all p > 0.32) and were not included in the final
model.

Blood samples were kept on ice until centrifuging, and
plasma was stored at −20°C until quantification. CORT was
quantified using a commercially available enzyme immunoassay
kit. The kit was validated for use in A. sagrei by assessing paral-
lelism and quantitative recovery (electronic supplementary
material, S1). Plasma was diluted by 90% with assay buffer so
that CORT concentrations fell within the detectable range of
the assay’s standard curve. We ran each sample in duplicate.
The mean intraassay coefficient of variation within the kits was
3.16% (2.59–3.72%). The interassay coefficient of variation
(4.12%) was calculated using control samples provided with
the kits run on both plates used in this study.

(d) Reproductive output
Nesting pots were checked for eggs each day. Upon discovery,
eggs were cleaned of debris, and wet mass was measured to
the nearest 0.1 mg. Maximum length and width of eggs were
measured to the nearest 0.1 mm using dial calipers (Swiss Pre-
cision Instruments). Up to the first four eggs produced by each
female were frozen until the end of the experiment. Eggs were
dried for 24 h at 60°C in a convection oven. Egg contents were
separated from the shell. Egg dry mass and content mass were
measured to the nearest 0.1 mg, and water content as a percen-
tage of the initial wet egg mass was calculated. We incubated
eggs not used to determine egg contents (n = 51) in an incubator
set to a constant 29°C. Eggs were placed in glass jars filled with
equal masses of vermiculite and distilled water. Jars were sealed
with plastic wrap and rubber bands to reduce moisture loss.
Every two weeks lost water was replaced as needed, and eggs
were rotated between incubator shelves. Jars were checked
daily for new hatchlings whose SVL (to the nearest 0.5 mm)
and body mass (to the nearest 0.1 mg) were measured.

(e) Statistical analysis
We assessed impacts of ALAN on growth as change in SVL and
body condition using linear models including ALAN treatment,
sex, initial SVL, and initial body condition as predictors. Initial
SVL and body condition were scaled and centred separately
for each sex. Post hoc tests to determine effects of ALAN on
each sex were conducted using the emmeans package [51]. We
assessed whether lizards changed in body condition using
separate paired t-tests for each sex. We assessed whether
ALAN affected levels of CORT in plasma using a linear model
with ALAN, sex, SVL, and body condition as predictors. CORT
was natural log-transformed, and SVL and body condition
were scaled and centred separately for males and females.

We tested whether ALAN affected onset of reproduction in
females (day of laying first egg) using survival analysis as
implemented in the survival [52] and flexsurv [53] packages.
Our starting model included ALAN and its interaction with
initial SVL as well as initial body condition, but we excluded
the ALAN*SVL interaction from our final model (likelihood
ratio test (LRT); x21 ¼ 1:06, p = 0.30).

We tested for impacts of ALAN on the number of eggs and
total egg mass produced by mothers over the course of the exper-
iment using linear models including the interaction between
ALAN treatment and initial SVL and initial body condition as
a covariate. We assessed whether the proportion of females
laying eggs during the experiment varied with ALAN exposure
using a χ2-test with p-value determined via Monte Carlo simu-
lation. We tested for effects of ALAN on the interval (in days)
between eggs laid using a linear mixed model implemented in
the lme4 package [54] with ALAN as a fixed factor, a random
effect for mother, individual egg mass, Julian day, and SVL of
mother as covariates, and the interaction between mother’s
SVL and ALAN (n = 130). Interval between egg-laying was
natural log-transformed.

We tested for impacts of ALAN on wet mass, length, and
width of eggs (n = 162) using linear mixed models with ALAN
as a fixed factor, a random effect for mother, Julian day, SVL of
mother, and mother’s body condition as covariates. Values for
SVL and body condition of mother for each egg were taken
from the most recent measurement prior to egg production. We
tested for impacts of ALAN on egg dry mass, content mass,
and water content (n = 101) using the same model structure.
We assessed whether SVL of females when producing their
first egg differed with ALAN exposure and whether the first
eggs produced by each mother differed in their morphology
(wet mass, length, width, dry mass, or water content) with
ALAN exposure of the mother. These models used covariates
that were significant predictors of each response variable in ana-
lyses using full datasets.

We assessed whether ALAN affected the incubation time of
eggs to hatching, size, and body condition of hatchlings using
linear mixed models with ALAN as a fixed factor, a random
effect for mother, and egg mass, mother’s SVL, and Julian day
as covariates. We assessed whether the proportion of mothers
for which all eggs hatched successfully varied with ALAN
exposure using a one-tailed χ2-test with p-value determined via
Monte Carlo simulation (20 000 replicates). In all models, inter-
action terms were removed from final models if they were not
significant predictors. For mixed models, covariates including
SVL, Julian day, and egg mass were centred and scaled to aid
model convergence. All analyses were conducted in R [55].
Scripts and details of analyses are available in the electronic sup-
plementary material (S3).
3. Results
Lizards exposed to ALAN grew more than those in a normal
light–dark cycle (βALAN = 0.731 ± 0.201, p < 0.001), and post
hoc tests showed that ALAN had a significant effect on
both sexes (both p < 0.004; figure 1). Females in artificial
light grew 1.8 times more than their counterparts in the
DAN treatment, while males grew 1.2 times more. As
expected for logistic growth of lizards, both males and
females that were smaller at the start of the experiment grew
more (βSVL =−0.673 ± 0.102, p < 0.001). ALAN did not affect
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change in body condition (βALAN= 0.045 ± 0.185, p= 0.81).
Female lizards increased in body condition during the exper-
iment (t31 =−8.177, p< 0.001), likely due to onset of breeding
season, but male lizards did not change in body condition
(t29 = 0.167, p= 0.87). ALAN exposure did not affect levels of
CORT in plasma of either sex (p= 0.11), and females showed
higher levels of CORT than males (β♂=−0.884 ± 0.190,
p< 0.001).

Females exposed to ALAN laid eggs earlier than females
in the DAN treatment (βALAN =−0.530 ± 0.157, p < 0.001;
figure 2). As a result, ALAN females of average SVL are pre-
dicted to lay eggs an average of 10.76 days earlier than those
in the DAN treatment, resulting in an average increase of ≈
1.5 eggs/season due to the effect of ALAN on onset of repro-
duction. Larger females laid eggs earlier (βSVL =−0.137 ±
0.045, p = 0.002), but body condition did not affect onset of
egg-laying (βBC =−0.084 ± 0.094, p = 0.37). Total eggs pro-
duced and total egg mass were highly correlated (r = 0.99)
and were both impacted similarly by an interaction between
exposure to ALAN and body size (βALAN*SVL =−1.135 ±
0.451, p = 0.018; βALAN*SVL =−0.180 ± 0.078, p = 0.029, respect-
ively; figure 3). Smaller females (less than ≈42 mm SVL)
exposed to ALAN produced nearly double the number of
eggs and total egg mass predicted for smaller females
exposed to a normal photoperiod. The proportion of females
laying eggs did not vary between treatments (χ2 = 2.133, p =
0.487). Interval between eggs laid varied interactively based
on female size and exposure to ALAN (βALAN*SVL = 0.171 ±
0.083, p = 0.046). Smaller females in ALAN treatments laid
eggs more frequently (i.e. shorter intervals) than smaller
females exposed to a normal photoperiod (figure 4).

Wet mass of eggs did not differ with mother’s exposure to
ALAN, Julian day, or body condition (all p > 0.15), but larger
females did lay more massive eggs (βSVL = 0.005 ± 0.002,
p = 0.030). Eggs from mothers exposed to ALAN were shorter
(βALAN =−0.365 ± 0.118, p= 0.003), but width did not differ
with mother’s exposure to ALAN (p= 0.44). Eggs frommothers
exposed to ALAN had lower content mass (βALAN=−0.002 ±
0.001, p= 0.033), averaging 5.8% lower in mass, but did not
differ in dry mass or water content (all p> 0.09). The first
eggs produced by each mother did not differ in wet mass,
length, width, dry mass, or water content with mothers’
exposure to ALAN (all p> 0.068), and body size of females
when they laid their first egg did not differ between ALAN
and DAN treatments (p= 0.14).

All incubated eggs (n = 22) from females (n = 8) in the
DAN treatment hatched successfully. Only 79% of eggs
(n = 29) from females (n = 11) in the ALAN treatment hatched
successfully. However, these results are driven by one female
that failed to hatch any eggs (n = 3). While eggs from four
different mothers in the ALAN treatment failed to hatch,
the proportion of mothers hatching all eggs successfully
from both treatments did not differ (x21 ¼ 3:685, p = 0.053).
Incubation time of hatchlings, hatchling size, and body con-
dition were unaffected by exposure of mothers to ALAN
(all p > 0.42).
4. Discussion
Exposure to ALAN negatively impacts a variety of organ-
isms, disrupting key functions including physiology,
growth, stress, and reproduction, and is an adverse condition
for many species in urban areas [12,13,17,56]. In contrast to
previous work, we found that exposure to ALAN in brown
anoles maintained in a laboratory environment resulted
in increased growth and reproductive output with little
indication of costs.

Both male and female anoles exposed to ALAN grew
more in the laboratory. Exposure to extended photoperiods
(18 L : 6 D), but not ALAN, has been shown to increase
growth and appetite in males of the congener, A. carolinensis
[38]. It is possible that exposure to ALAN functions similarly
and could have allowed anoles to make better use of available
food resources, supporting higher growth (see below). Daily
growth rates of females exposed to ALAN were ≈1.8 times
those in the DAN treatment, suggesting that these increases
are biologically significant. In brown anoles, larger size is
linked to intraspecific competitive dominance [57], higher
endurance [58], and greater reproductive output [59]. As a
result, anoles that can make use of ALAN may experience
increased fitness.

We did not detect costs of exposure to ALAN in adult
anoles, as both body condition and baseline CORT levels
were unaffected by treatment. The lack of effect of ALAN
on CORT levels is surprising, as exposure to ALAN has
been shown to alter glucocorticoid levels in other organisms
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[17]. We hypothesized that CORT increases due to ALAN
might cause increased investment in maintenance and
decreases in energy investment in reproduction and growth
[60]. However, we reject this hypothesis as anoles exposed
to ALAN seemed to have similar energy reserves (as reflected
in body condition) and greater growth and reproduction
which both require energetic investment. It is also possible
that anoles experienced costs of ALAN exposure in relevant
physiological areas that we did not assess, such as immune
function, for which costs of ALAN are present in many
taxa [15,24,61] or cognitive abilities [62]. Future work addres-
sing the potential costs of ALAN in other organismal systems
would be beneficial.

Female anoles exposed to ALAN began laying eggs sig-
nificantly earlier on average in the spring than females
exposed to DAN. Research in avian species has shown that
birds using urban habitats may breed earlier than their
rural counterparts, and this difference may be due to
exposure to ALAN among other factors [26,27,63]. Early
field studies suggested that onset of reproduction in many
anole species may be driven by a combination of light and
temperature cues [64,65]. More recent observational studies
in brown anoles also suggest that photoperiod may be
linked to onset of reproduction, but are unable to disentangle
effects of temperature from light cues as they are strongly cor-
related [43,44]. Early laboratory work in A. carolinensis showed
that altering melatonin, pineal function, and photoperiod can
affect onset of egg development and reproduction [31,66,67],
but did not use ALAN treatment. Experiments in other
lizard species with constant lighting have subjected animals
to very high light intensities and confounded light and heat
[68,69]. To our knowledge, this study is the first to show
that ALAN levels similar to those experienced by lizards fora-
ging in urban areas can accelerate onset of reproduction in
lizards independently of heat. It seems likely that ALAN
exposure simulates longer photoperiods, resulting in female
anoles beginning egg production earlier in the spring. Poten-
tial effects of ALAN-extended photoperiods at the end of
the reproductive season in the fall are unknown, though pre-
vious work suggests these are likely as well [66].

Anoles exposed to ALAN were predicted to begin laying
eggs an average of ≈11 days earlier than females in the DAN
treatment, contributing to their significantly higher reproduc-
tive output, and this effect was consistent across female size.
However, total egg output and total egg mass increased in
smaller females only when exposed to ALAN; these lizards
produced twice the eggs laid by their counterparts in the
normal photoperiod (figure 3). In the DAN treatment, egg
output increased with mother’s size, a pattern observed pre-
viously in brown anoles [59], with smaller females producing
a mean of 2–3 eggs and larger females producing a mean of
six eggs. In the ALAN treatment, however, smaller females
produced similar numbers of eggs to the largest females,
averaging 5–6 eggs produced over the experiment. This
output was accomplished in part by smaller females in the
ALAN treatment producing eggs at a significantly higher
rate (i.e. a shorter interval) than anoles exposed to DAN
(figure 4). These results suggest that while exposure to
ALAN can increase reproductive output in all females,
these impacts are strongest in smaller, younger lizards.
These individuals are likely entering their first breeding
season and are laying their first eggs earlier than they other-
wise would. Because eggs produced early in the season have
higher fitness in brown anoles [70], this phenological shift
may be adaptive for mothers exposed to ALAN.

While early onset and increased frequency of egg pro-
duction due to ALAN could result in smaller or otherwise
lower quality eggs and hatchlings, we found only weak evi-
dence that such a trade-off may exist in this system. For the
set of first eggs produced by females, we found no differences
in the size of mothers laying these eggs or the quality of the
eggs themselves based on female exposure to ALAN, indicat-
ing that egg-laying induced by ALAN produces high-quality
eggs. Eggs did not differ in mass or water content, but
mothers exposed to ALAN did produce eggs with yolk con-
tent averaging 5.8% less than mothers in the DAN treatment.
There was a non-significant trend towards lower hatching
success of eggs from mothers exposed to ALAN, but
exposure to ALAN did not affect hatchling size or quality.
These results suggest that increased reproduction due to
ALAN may come at some small costs to egg quality. How-
ever, given its strong positive impact on output and lack of
effects on hatchling quality, it is likely that ALAN still has
strong positive effects on reproductive output and fitness.
Taken together, these effects appear particularly strong for
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younger females which experience enhanced growth, earlier
laying, and a doubling of reproductive output.

At least two aspects of ourmaintenance of anoles in the lab-
oratory may have removed potential costs present in the field:
energy availability and lack of predators. Anoles were fed at a
standard rate generally considered to be ad libitum that assures
a constant access to food. Under field conditions, prey is unli-
kely to be as continuously available to anoles as it was in the
laboratory, though in some situations urban areas may have
elevated abundances of arthropod prey [71]. The presence of
ALAN in the laboratory may have increased appetite or
could have allowed anoles to forage more consistently than
their counterparts in the DAN treatment [38]. Indeed, many
organisms, including reptiles, are known to expand nocturnal
foraging in the presence of ALAN (the night-light niche;
[21,22,72]) and may experience increased energy intake. An
increase in foraging and energy intake in the ALAN treatment
could have supported observed increases in growth and egg
production of smaller females which may be more energy
limited than larger females. We did not conduct nocturnal
observations of anoles in our experiment to prevent additional
stress to anoles in the ALAN treatment. However, many anole
species have been observed foraging nocturnally under ALAN
e.g. [18,45], including A. sagrei in the Miami area (C Thawley
2018, personal observation).

Anoles in the laboratory are also not exposed to the threat
of predation. When ALAN is not present, anoles are strictly
diurnal, and nocturnal activity may be dangerous for
anoles [73,74]. Anoles in the field might restrict foraging
under ALAN if predators are present, or anoles choosing to
forage at ALAN sources may become prey themselves (e.g.
[73]). As such, anoles in this study may have been able to
forage nocturnally at rates they would not in the field or
avoid normal costs of this activity. Additionally, this regime
of ALAN coupled with high prey availability and predator
absence occurred over a seven-week period. It is possible
that costs could emerge were anoles exposed to these
conditions on longer timescales, including across ontogeny.

Even given these considerations, it is still striking that
brown anoles exposed to ALAN in the laboratory both
increased growth and reproductive output compared to
anoles in the DAN treatment. Earlier egg-laying allows for
greater annual reproductive output which increases fitness.
As an additional benefit, early season offspring have the
highest fitness in A. sagrei [70], though this is not true for
all organisms [26]. Likewise growth to larger body size has
been linked to increased fitness in male and female anoles,
where larger size can be related to greater intraspecific com-
petitive ability, higher survival in the presence of predators,
and higher reproductive output [57,59,75,76]. Thus, it
appears that brown anoles may be able to make use of
ALAN to increase fitness via multiple pathways.

Brown anoles are found in highly urbanized areas [42]
where ALAN intensities are greatest, and they make use of
ALAN for foraging in urban areas where they are invasive
(e.g. [46,47]). While our work shows that this exploitation
of ALAN could be adaptive in some contexts, it remains
unclear whether this use of ALAN increases fitness in
urban habitats. While reproduction in anoles is difficult to
study in the field, future work should focus on experimental
manipulations of ALAN under field conditions. Behavioural
observations of anoles at ALAN sources could elucidate
whether they may choose to use ALAN where available
[62], whether increased energy due to use of this novel fora-
ging niche may be driving enhanced growth and
reproduction [16], and whether predation by nocturnal pre-
dators may be an important factor. Additional work should
address endocrine impacts of ALAN including changes in
negative feedback of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal
(HPA) axis and whether exposure to ALAN in the field
impacts melatonin production similarly to laboratory
exposure [40]. Combining both laboratory and field manipu-
lations of ALAN offers the most effective approach to assess
effects on a variety of organismal systems while including
ecologically realistic scenarios in research programmes [17].

Our current results suggest that, in some contexts, the
presence of ALAN may increase fitness for species that can
exploit novel resources ALANmakes available while avoiding
potential costs. Intriguingly, the ability to exploit the night-
light niche may support invasiveness in some reptiles
[18,77]. Anoles themselves are a prolific group of invaders,
especially in urban areas where they are known to adapt be-
haviourally and morphologically to novel conditions [78,79].
Melatonin production in Anolis lizards also appears to be
more resistant to reduction by exposure to light than in
many other vertebrates, with A. sagrei showing particularly
high resistance [40]. Of the 20 species of anoles which are
known to be introduced, 70% (n = 14) have been observed
using ALAN (C Thawley 2019, personal observation). In
this context, and given their resistance to the physiological
impacts of ALAN, anoles may be in a position to increase fit-
ness via exploitation of the novel niche created by ALAN in
urban environments.

As such, we suggest that while ALAN can induce nega-
tive effects in many taxa, ALAN may create an ecological
opportunity for some species. Species adept at exploiting
urban environments with ALAN may experience enhanced
energy acquisition, growth, and reproduction, and, in turn,
fitness [16]. The ability to tolerate or exploit ALAN may
serve as a filter determining which species take advantage
of or become invasive in urban environments. Our knowl-
edge of how exposure to ALAN affects organisms remains
taxonomically limited. Work that examines whether taxa
show weak suppression of melatonin production when
exposed to light may offer a novel avenue to predict which
species are capable of invading environments with ALAN.
We recommend that future studies test explicitly for both posi-
tive and negative impacts of ALAN, and consider the
possibility of both plastic and evolutionary responses that
may allow organisms to take advantage of the novel ecological
space ALAN creates [11,80].
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